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 “I have never seen work like this before—
pastels used in such a dense fashion.” 

―  Ingrid Fox, exhibition catalogue


 “Images that lodge themselves in our 
consciousness with a persistence that 
suggests a major talent at the height of 
her powers.” 

―  Ed McCormack, Gallery & Studio

 “A projective sense captivates the viewer, 
as if he or she were drifting off into a 
dream state, or diving below the 
reflecting surface and suddenly and 
unpredictably reappearing above it, or 
even sideway to it..” 

―  Sam Hunter, critic and art historian

A few quotes from other articles about me over the years…

What I’ve been up to… 
Welcome to the spring issue of my Newsletter. Spring is my favorite time of year… the 
magic of seeing the garden turn to such beauty amazes me every year. We are also 
blossoming as people, now able to have a somewhat back-to-normal life.


Upcoming show: I will be in a two-person exhibit in the West Gallery at the Carter Burden 
Gallery in New York (548 W. 28th St., #534) from May 27 to June 23. Several new works 
will be featured. (Above: one wall of the show.)


Two new magazine articles: I have had the honor of being featured in two important 
magazines this spring. Three works were published in the Catamaran Literary and Art 
Magazine Spring issue, and a long interview with eleven examples of my work appeared in 
the Sanctuary Magazine May issue which features professional women in their fields. See 
page 2 for links to the new articles and pictures of recent work.

Carter Burden West Gallery
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New Articles… 
I was featured in the literature and art magazine 
Catamaran Spring issue. Three of my pieces 
were shown, along with a brief artist profile. 
Click HERE to see a PDF of the feature.
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The Wave of Sparkle

I was also the Featured Artist in the May issue of 
Sanctuary, an online magazine for women and their 
creative vision. Click HERE for the link to the article. 
Two of the works featured are shown below.

The Color of Precipitation 

The Sparkling Drops of Rain
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